
 

 

 

 

Mediterranean Sea (Mare Nostrum) from antiquity gave and still gives life to nations which surround it, producing 

and promoting gastronomy in these countries. Thus Mediterranean cuisine which was created as the diet based on fish 

at different corners of the Mediterranean Sea, is not single but consisted of various types which have many common 

characteristics as well as differences.  

  The type of cuisine which was developed at the Eastern corner of the Mediterranean Sea is the Byzantine, 

helped by the single realm which ensured easy and secure transportation of people and goods. It is also known as 

cuisine politique, taking its name after the capital of the empire Constantinopolis. The various ethnicities of the 

empire, Greeks-from the Aegean, Pontus, Cappadocians-together with Armenians, Hebrews, Levantines, Georgians, 

Circassians and others inoculated this cuisine with their own flavors, views and traditions. 

The Byzantine Empire, a trading and cultural crossroads between three continents, junction of the silk and spices 

road from East to West, with the most important natural harbors of the world at that time, was traditionally a place 

of consumption with fish being present in every day’s domestic menu. Besides, fish consumption was dear to the local 

inhabitants from classical and Hellenistic periods and it contains a vast number of fish based appetizers like lakerda 

politique, tsiros, likourinos (smoked mullet) etc.. 

Another characteristic of this type of cuisine, which was passed on from mother to daughter, between neighbors 

or from cook to trainee is that the flavors of the cooked food without complex sauces but enriched with spices in 

balanced potions.  

These two characteristics were introduced by the middle of the 3rd century B.C. at Archestratos book 

“GASTRONOMY”, where we meet the following principles: 

• High quality raw materials & ingredients for the food preparation, 

• Harmony between the ingredients and 

• Mediocre spicing of the food in order to achieve harmony between the aroma and the flavor of the food.  

Besides the term gastronomy originally means rules of the stomach and it’s the first time cooking was looked 

upon as science. That is the reason why we see ingredients like salt, vinegar, spices and other to be used not only as 

flavor enhancements but also for preservation and medical purposes. 

To recap, Byzantine (politique) cuisine is not only the preparation recipes but the urban perspective of the 

people using it concerning the provision, production and enjoyment of their food.  

 Our company which belongs to this culture implements thoroughly the above mentioned Arcestratos principles, 

from the search and provision of high quality raw materials to the production recipes following up to date procedures 

of safe production of high quality products.    


